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Q.-1. Choose the correct option for the following MCQs. and rewrite it.

t.Therealgasesshownearlyidealbehaviourat,-
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(a) Hieh P and low T
(c) Hieh P and high T

(c) 1/ n
3. The excluded volume per molecule of a gas is,

Volume of a gas molecule.

2. lf n and $ are the viscosity and fluidity of a liquid respectively, then, 0 = 

-btt/rf (b)o' (d) 1/2rt
times the actual

(b) Low P and low T
(d) Low P and high T

(b) Four
(d)six

(alThree
(c) Five

(a)AHz = AHr+ ACP AT

(c).ATu = Kb. m

(alstatic method

{c) Landsberger method

temperature.
(a)True
(c) lsotonic

4. Which of the following equation explain the thermaleffect of the reaction

at constant pressure?
(b)AE=Q*w

(d) None ofthese

5.

6.

7.

Which out of the following is incorrect?

{a) Work done on the system is -ve (b) Heat flow from the system is -ve

(c) work done by the system is -ve {d) Heat flow into the system is +ve

The common method used to measure the freezing point depression is, 

-(b) Beckmann method
(d) None ofthese

8. The mean"activity coefficient of each electrolyte at infinite dilution is taken

0S, 

-

(a)4 {b)3 (cl 2 (d) 1

9. The ratio of molar conductance at a given dilution to the molar conductance

at infinite dilution gives the value of,

(alTransport number
(c) Degree of association

10. The electrodes which is used to transfer electrons to and from the solution

is called,
(a) neactive electrode
(c) lnert electrode

soiution have the same osmotic pressure at the same

(b) lsothermal
(d) Concentrated

(b) Degree of dissociation
(d) All of these

(b) Reversible electrode
(d)Gas electrode
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Q.-2. Answerthefotlowing: , ,, [081

L The unit of vanderw..l', .on't'nt 'b' is, (mole/liter ' literl mole)

z. The unit of viscosity in Sl system i5, ,(Ks/m s ' lolKg/m s)

3. Thermoflask is an example of , --system' 
(closed 

' 
isolated)

4. lsochoric process takes place at constant volume. {True or False}

5. is also called Cryoscopic constant' ( Kn or Kr )

6. Colligative property relates the particles of, 

-_ 
(Solute ' solvent)

7. The ionic strength i, u prop"tty of, 

-- 

(Solvent , Solution)

g. Upon dilution the value of specific conductance is increase' (True or False)

Q.-3. Give the answer of ANY TEN questions in short' t20l

1. Write any two postulates of kinetic theory of gases'

2. Explain the terms cohesion and adhesion'

3. Define Boyle's temperature. How is it related to vander waal's constants?

4.StateHess,slawofconstantheatsummation.Giveitsuses.
5. Define with example : An open system and closed system'

6. Show that : AE = 9u.

7. Define the molal ireezing poirtt depression constant and derive unit of it'

8.Explaintheterm:VapourpresSurelowering.
9. Define the terms : Osmosis and osmotic pressure'

10. Define the terms : Molar conductance and specific conductance'

11. Define transference number' ls it constant for an ion?

L2. Explain the effect of dilution on conductance and molar conductance'

Q.-4. Attempt ANY FOUR questions from the following t32l

tA) Derive tr," ,"trti- between critical constants and vander waal's constants

using vander waal's equation of state'

rxpllin the term surface tension. Describe the Capillary rise method and

Double capillary rise method for the measurement of surface tension of a

liquids.
(c) write irnportant properties of state function. Graphically show that work is

not a state function.
How AH is differ from AE for solid-liquid and gases? Explain and solve the

example:WhenT8gmofllquidbenzeneisburntcompletelyinoxygento
form liquid water and carbon dioxide gas. The AH of the reaction is -781

*.rf ra ZSo C. Calculate the value of AE of the reaction at constant volume'

Given that : R = 1.987 Caymol K.

Explain the term elevation in boiling point. Derive an expression correlating

the elevation in boiling point (aT6) and molal boiling point elevation

(B)

(Di

(E)

(F)

constant(Kn)whenanon-volatilesoluteisaddedtoapuresolvent'
DescribeDynamicmethodforthemeasurementofvapourpressure
lowerlng. Solve the problem : What would be the vapour pressure of

molai solution of a non-volatile solute in benzene at 300 c ? The

pressure of pure benzene at 300 C is 119'6 torr'

what is an electrolysis ? Explain the electrolysis of HCI solution by

considering three comPartments'

(H) Explain van,t Hofffactor. Derivethe relation : 0 = i - 1 I v - L.

(G)


